Abnormalities in Alzheimer's disease fibroblasts bearing the APP670/671 mutation.
Abnormalities in cultured fibroblasts from familial Alzheimer's Disease (FAD) cases uniquely enable the determination of how gene defects alter cell biology in living tissue from affected individuals. The current study focused on measures of calcium regulation and oxidative metabolism in fibroblast lines from controls and FAD individuals with the Swedish APP670/671 mutation. Bombesin-induced elevations in calcium in APP670/671 mutation-bearing lines were reduced by 40% (p < 0.05), a striking contrast to the 100% increase seen in sporadic AD and presenilin-1 (PS1) mutation-bearing cells in previously published studies. The APP670/671 mutation-bearing lines did not exhibit the exaggerated 4-bromo-A23187 releasable pool of calcium following 10 nM bradykinin, the enhanced sensitivity of calcium stores to low concentrations of bradykinin, nor the reduced activity of alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase previously reported in cells from sporadic AD and mutant PS1 FAD. Thus, an altered regulation of internal calcium stores is common to all AD lines, but the calcium pool affected and the polarity of the alteration varies, apparently in association with particular gene mutations. Comparison of signal transduction in cell lines from multiple, genetically characterized AD families will allow testing of the hypothesis that these various pathogenic FAD abnormalities that lead to AD converge at the level of abnormal signal transduction.